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Why Online Dating Isn't Working (+ free
message templates)

Human beings are all unique in the things that they want and their goals in life. But the one
thing we all have in common is the desire to be loved by another person. While times have
changed, one thing that hasn't is the value we place on long-term committed relationships.
Rewind thirty years and people would often head to bars and clubs to meet people, but the
internet changed the way we date. First, there were chat rooms, then bespoke dating
websites and today, it's all about dating apps.
With so many to choose from, you'd think it would be easy to meet someone, right? Erm no.
Both women and men, regardless of their sexuality, struggle to date online. But why? This
post will look at why online dating isn't working for you and reveal some dating online tips.

Keep reading to get access to our 100% free first message templates.
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'Problem' Number 1: Nobody Finds Me Attractive
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OK, so you spend ages going through your photos and ask friends and family members to
tell you which ones they love. You upload it and wait for people to message - or at least reply
to your messages. But they don't.
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If you're the kind of person who doesn't take rejection well, it's understandable that you feel
crushed when you don't receive messages. Instead of staring at yourself in the mirror
wondering why you're so repulsive (don't worry, you're not) remember one thing: beauty is in
the eye of the beholder.
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Yep. Again, beauty is in the eye of the beholder. What this means is you're never going to be
everyone's type, but you will be someones. Very few of us live up to the Brad Pitt and
Scarlett Johannson beauty standards, but there will be people that find you attractive.

The Real Issue
So if the real problem isn't that nobody finds you attractive, you need to look at your photos'
quality. Remember, a picture speaks 1000 words, and you should look at what yours is
saying.
Blurry photos show you don't care about how others perceive you and you haven't taken the
time to present your best face (so to speak). Make sure your photos are clear and check
how they look on your desktop and mobile device.
Here are some photo types you should avoid:

Shirtless/Underwear
Unless you're looking for something casual, don't even go there. It's essential to include
full-length photos in your profile, but the 'hey look at my body' approach doesn't impress.
Stick to more natural looks and show people that you're not seeking validation.
The Pro-Shot
There's nothing wrong with having professional photographs taken, but it might come across
as desperate if you use them on a dating site. Imagine you have incredible pictures that
make you look like a movie star and secure that elusive first date.
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Then, you meet someone in person, and they're polite, but never arrange a follow-up. If you
oversell yourself, it will be challenging to live up to your date's expectations.
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Over Edited Photos
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Photo editing apps make it a lot easier to choose photos. Imagine you took a fantastic selfie
but don't have any makeup on. You can use these apps to apply some makeup and smooth
your features, but don't turn yourself into a different person.
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It would be best to look at photographs of yourself wearing makeup and replicate that natural
look. Don't make your nose smaller, or lips bigger because people will notice the dramatic
change if you meet in person.
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'Problem' Number 2: There's Nobody Out There!

We all know that a set of great photographs isn't enough to get people interested (unless
they're looking for one thing only). Your profile is even more important than the photos
because it allows your matches to see who you are and which interests you share.
When people don't comment on your profile or respond to your messages, it's easy to
believe that there's nobody out there that suits your personality. Still, it's more likely that your
profile has no personality.

The Real Issue
It's tough to write about yourself, and everyone struggles with their dating profile. Many
compare it to creating a CV, but we think it's even worse. In your online dating profile, you'll
need to make your personality shine through and talk about who you are.
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It's challenging for most people to write an honest profile highlighting their qualities, but you
can do it with the right techniques.
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Don't Oversell Yourself
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Please use the adjectives sparingly. You don't want a whole paragraph of them, so keep it
simple. Check out these examples. A client wrote the first, and the second is our correction.
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1. People say I'm funny, loyal, great to be around and exciting. I travel a lot and go to
interesting, exotic places where I can relax and have fun. I'm an adventurer at heart
but love talking to people and listening.
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It's not great. One of the most significant issues is the writer spends so much time describing
himself, but he fails to mention anything original. So we took his profile and changed it.
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1. Scuba diving in Egypt, Skiing in Switzerland and backpacking through Tibet. OK, I've
done two of those, guess which adventure I'm still waiting for. Whether it's relaxing at
home or discovering new places, I'm open to wherever life takes me. Someone
genuine and fun to join me would be great.
The second profile shows that the individual is fun and enjoys life, but it also highlights his
individuality.
Keep it Real
One of the most cringe-worthy profile types is the 'imagine' profile. It's an idealised look at
what a relationship could be, and it takes romance to unbearable new limits. While both
women and men can be guilty of the romance profile, it's more common with men.
Here's what we mean:

Imagine our first date. I meet you with a single red rose, and we talk about your life. I'll listen
to you as we walk hand in hand, then tell you how much I enjoyed being with you. Candlelit
dinners and rose petals are two things you can look forward to with me.
As you can imagine, it's way too much for anyone and a complete turn-off. While women are
guilty of the same thing, they often use the romantic talk to describe their ideal partner. Take
this example and make a mental note never to do anything similar.
I don't want a boyfriend, and I want a soul mate. Someone to walk hand in hand on the sand
with, and listen to me as I tell him about my day. I want someone that will give themselves
entirely to me and accept my heart in return. Let's spend whole nights talking to each other.
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Again, this falls into the way too much category. Sorry, but online dating is your opportunity
to meet new people and go on dates. Once you get into that mindset, you'll enjoy the
experience.
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Get Help
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It's helpful for many people to get friends or family members to help them write a profile. The
people in your life know your qualities and will tell you what they think makes you unique.
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Another good idea is to ask a professional writing agency to create your profile for you.
There are plenty of writing services specialising in creative work and hiring a dating profile
writer can save you a lot of time and headaches.
If you do want to write your dating profile, remember to address the following points:
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✅ Go easy on the adjectives.
✅ Show rather than tell.
✅ Keep it interesting.
✅ Be realistic.

'Problem' Number 3: Nobody Wants to Talk to Me
Most people are under the impression that only men have a problem with messaging, but
women do. The fact is, online dating is heaven for some people and hell for others. If you
have great photos and a strong profile, you will get messages. But, if you're not one of the
lucky ones, then you'll have to put yourself out there and make the first move.
Sending the first message should be similar to going up to someone in a bar, but you need
to connect with them. If you have the 'let's start a conversation' mentality, then that first
message to the person of your dreams will be your last.

You're Not in a Bar
When you go up to someone in a bar, you can get away with a simple hello because the
person will feel compelled to respond. A conversation can begin organically, and the two of
you can get to know each other. So, in theory, it should be the same with online dating,
right? Wrong.
With online dating, you get one chance to make a strong impression because it's so much
easier for that person to ignore you when they can't see you. While a few people might get
away with a simple hello, most can't.
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First Message Templates
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So, how do you write a great first message when you're online dating? Well, it all depends
on the person you're sending the message to and how you want to come across. We'll start
with message templates that men can send to women.
It's important to note here that if you're a member of the LGBTQIA community, these
messages are good examples of women's openers.

The Travel Enthusiast
If someone says they like to travel on their profile, then it's the perfect opportunity to create
an opening message that will get an answer.
Hey there! So I see you're an avid traveller like myself. There's nothing better than
discovering the world is there? So I know I'm meant to ask you where your dream travel

destination is, but I'm more curious about the worst holiday you've ever taken. Where was it,
and what made it so bad?
P.S - I bet it can't beat mine.
You can change this template to suit your writing style and tone, but pique your recipients'
interest with the P.S section.

The Personality Approach
Everyone loves talking about themselves, and the chances are the person you're messaging
gets countless 'you're hot' messages. So, do something different and show that you want to
get to know her more.
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Well, you seem like a very [interesting/funny/intelligent] woman. I especially like you talked
about [choose something she mentions in her profile] and would love to know more about
you. Tell me what you would rather [choose something in her profile to ask a question].
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For example, if she says she loves animals, you could ask her, would you rather have a dog
or a cat? Keep it simple but show that you've actively read her profile.
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The Creative Approach
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Remember that most people send a simple hello message, which gives you the perfect
opportunity to stand out. Think about how the recipient dresses and looks, then focus your
message based on their style and personality.
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Example 1: I love the [colour] hair; it looks great on you. So tell me your honest opinion,
should I go [choose dramatic colour].
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Example 2: I can tell from your photos that you love being outdoors. If you had to choose
between bungee jumping or skydiving, which would you go for?
Example 3: OK, let's just cut to the critical stuff that defines our compatibility: Netflix or
Amazon Video?
All of these messages show people that you've thought about their profile and want to know
more about them. Of course, in some cases, you might not get a reply for a range of
reasons. But, you can increase your chances by coming across as an exciting person.

Messages For Women to Send to Men
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So many women refuse to send a message to a man they find interesting, then they sit and
complain about never getting messages from men they're attracted to. If this sounds like
you, then it's time to swallow your pride and make a move.
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Think about it like this; if you want a better job, you put yourself out there and show you're a
great candidate. It should be no different from your online dating efforts and remember there's nothing sexier than confidence.
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If you're the kind of person that wonders how to start a Tinder conversation with a man
you're interested in, then here are some simple but effective first message templates to get
the conversation going.
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The Bar Style Message
Men don't expect as much as women, and they'll be happy that you made the first move. A
survey from The League shows that women are luckier in love when they approach the man
they're interested in first.
The bar message is just a spin on a simple hello, but it allows you to add some mystique to
your message. Here are some examples:
1. Come here often? I’m [name]
2. So if we were in a bar, what would you be drinking right now. I'm [name], and it's a
[drink choice] for me.
3. Have we met before? I’m [name]

The Profile Comment

Men like to talk about themselves too, and a profile gives you the ideal opportunity to start a
conversation. Use one of their hobbies or interests to create a message that shows you're an
interesting person.
1. I see you like to play [sport]. I play [sport] myself and love it.
2. It's rare to see a man that enjoys [sport/hobby], so I'd love to talk more.

Animal Lovers
As animal lovers ourselves, we know how exciting it is to meet someone that shares your
penchant for animals. So, you can guarantee that if a man has a photo of himself with a
beloved pet, he'll appreciate knowing that you feel the same.
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I love that photo of your [pet]! I have [pet] myself. He/she does some crazy things. What's
the funniest thing yours has ever done?
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Remember, just as you find the 'walk on the beach' message cringe, men find you listing all
of your qualities equally excruciating. Show your personality, ask insightful questions and let
him want to find out more about you.
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The Bottom Line
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Hopefully, this guide has given you some fantastic online dating tips to put into practice and
up your dating game. If you'd like some help creating a winning profile, we offer
cost-effective dating profile writing services to make you shine.
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For more dating tips and everything related to the world of writing, subscribe to our
newsletter.

